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Abstract—As the videogame industry evolves, with more
diverse and demanding players, making games becomes an
increasingly complex task. Modern developers apply Games
User Research (GUR) methods to make informed game design
decisions based on their target audience. Traditional methods
include observation, interview, and questionnaires. In order to
obtain detailed user or gameplay information, complementary
methods might be required. We analyze the inclusion of
two affordable complementary methods, namely webcam-based
eye-tracking and telemetry, along with data visualization in a
playtesting routine. By developing three versions of a hardcore
2D platform game that demands multitasking abilities using
different GUR methods, we were able to find that the chosen
complementary methods cover a significant amount of game-
play issues. The metrics and eye-tracking data visualization
provided insights about multitasking and level design. Fur-
thermore, we discuss the challenges of evaluating prototypes
regarding a more enjoyable experience when frustration is a
desirable gameplay element.

Keywords-Level Design; Games User Research; Data Visu-
alization.

I. INTRODUCTION

In general, it is the game designer’s duty to assure that
a game successfully serves its purpose. However, relying
solely on the designers’ intuition may lead to unsatisfactory
results. Developers employ Games User Research (GUR)
methods to obtain meaningful information about players,
which ultimately helps them in making informed deci-
sions towards an optimal game experience [1]. The most
adopted GUR methods are direct observation, interviews,
and questionnaires [2]. These methods excel in answering
”why” questions, but may not be reliable for the ”what”
and ”how” questions, which often need quantifiable or
measurable information. To collect more nuanced feedback,
user testing routines often include complementary methods
such as biometrics, eye-tracking, and telemetry (also called
game metrics).

There has been an increasing interest in biometric methods
since they provide information about emotional states [3].
These methods, however, often require expensive, intrusive
equipment. Consequently, small studios, students, and inde-
pendent developers might not take advantage of them [4].

Eye-tracking methods, however, bring the advantage of as-
sessing players’ attention [5] and nowadays can be executed
with a simple webcam [6]–[8]. Development platforms, such
as Unity [9], offer free data analytics solutions, which makes
telemetry accessible as well. Game metrics alongside data
visualization techniques can be used to better understand
users’ in-game behaviors and to balance game mechanics
[10].

In this paper, we discuss the inclusion of webcam-based
eye-tracking and telemetry, along with data visualization
as affordable complementary methods in a development
routine. To do this, we developed three different versions
of a hardcore 2D platform game and analyzed feedback
from user testing. We developed the first version (v1)
without user feedback, modified the second version (v2)
according to feedback from participant observation, inter-
views, and a questionnaire; and modified the third version
(v3) based on the same traditional methods plus telemetry
and eye-tracking. Versions v2 and v3 were then compared
using translated edits of the Game Experience Questionnaire
(GEQ) [11] and the Positive And Negative Affect Scale
(PANAS) [12] to determine which one provided users with
the best experience.

Our key contributions include:

• The development of a hardcore 2D platform game
and the fundamental design choices that influenced its
creation;

• The description of a methodology that uses different
accessible GUR methods to improve the level design;

• The development of a novel visualization technique that
aggregates in-game data with eye-tracking data;

• A discussion of using affordable user testing and visu-
alization techniques in level design of a 2D platform
game.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
review related work in Section II. In Section III we describe
the developed 2D platform game. We explain the methodol-
ogy used to develop the modified versions in Section IV and
present our results in Section V. In Section VI, we discuss
our results and finally conclude in Section VII, where we
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also outline directions for future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

Game development is a complex task. Comprehending
what makes a good game and how different methodologies
contribute to achieving it is therefore of key importance.
Gameplay research about improving games tend to focus on
games with a purpose (e.g., education) and how to assess
processes such as learning [13]. Research on games for
entertainment often translates into design recommendations.
Examples of this include understanding what makes a game
induce affective states [14], [15], engage players in a story
[16], facilitate immersion [17], or better teach mechanics
[18], [19].

Game development can be accessible for everyone using
free tools and low-cost methods [20]. Moreover, visualiza-
tion has also helped to better analyze and understand the
data with techniques such as heatmaps [21], user flow [22],
and clusterization [23]–[25].

Data analysis can be useful both for developers and play-
ers. In online multiplayer games, for example, developers
can use data analysis to predict when players will leave the
game or cancel their subscriptions [26]. It can also be used
by competitive players to better understand the metagame1

and plan strategies against common enemies [27].
In this sense, the most important related works to our

research are the approaches by Mirza-Babaei and coauthors
[28] and by Gomez-Maureira and coauthors [29]. In both
works, there is the development of multiple versions of a
2D platform game, which are then compared to assess the
benefits of different GUR techniques. In the first work, the
authors show that biometrics complements the traditional
methods well [28], whereas the other contradicts this by
showing that psychophysiological data provides fewer in-
sights than the combination of game metrics and direct
observation in the specific case of 2D platform games [29].

Our work is similar to those of Mirza-Babaei and Gomez-
Maureira, but we replace psychophysiology with eye-
tracking, as the latter can be applied reliably using a webcam
for this specific case. We want to assess whether telemetry
and webcam-based eye-tracking complement traditional user
testing methods in a 2D platform game. Telemetry is a viable
low-cost solution to assess game balance. Eye-tracking, in
the context of games, is usually applied to user interface
design [21] and scenery analysis [30]. Including eye-tracking
as a level design assessment tool is justified by the fact that
attention itself plays a major role during the gameplay in
the proposed game prototype described in Section III.

1Any information that transcends the game itself and might influence
matches, such as knowing which characters are the most common in a
fighting game, thus training to countermeasure these characters before
competing in a tournament.

Figure 1. The main concept of Downside Up is that players must avoid
obstacles and overcome challenges in two mirrored dimensions simultane-
ously. The game is available at https://arthursb.github.io/Downside-Up/.

III. CASE STUDY - DOWNSIDE UP

Before describing our research methodology, in this sec-
tion, we briefly describe Downside Up, the game used in our
research, and our specific design choices when developing
it.

Downside Up is a hardcore 2D platform game in which
players must guide an avatar through two mirrored screens.
Objects may appear in only one of those screens, besides
existing in both, so players must use their gaze to understand
and overcome challenges. Fig. 1 shows a screenshot of the
game. The game is composed of three levels, and each
level consists of smaller challenges. There are 18 challenges
altogether. We labeled each challenge with a number and a
letter and sorted them alphabetically, so “3D”, for example,
refers to the fourth challenge in level 3. We expect players
to finish the game in 40 minutes.

Regarding the game genre, data from 2017 show that
action games are among the most popular genres in the
United States [31], which is the largest gaming market in
the world. Based on this, we chose the 2D platform genre,
which is a subset of the action genre. Its simplicity and well-
known mechanics (walk and jump) bring the advantages of
reducing time spent by players learning basic mechanics,
which in turn make the user testing process faster and more
manageable.

Inspired by the games Celeste [32] and I Wanna be The
Guy [33] we decided to follow the game design principle
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of either having seemly unexpected traps that stimulate
trial and error or having difficult challenges that require
fast and precise reaction times. Games like these are in-
formally referred as “platform hell” or “masocore”. Similar
to Chronos Twins [34] and Binaries [35], users coordinate
two characters simultaneously, but face different obstacles
with them (see Fig. 1). As an offline game, Downside Up
did not provide means of interaction between players. As we
thought this was a significant trait of fun, we simulated it by
adding a narrator that makes constant comments taunting or
provoking players, as well as providing hints (see the texts in
the background of Fig. 1), similar to Binaries. Also, inspired
by the game Sometimes You Die [36] we added a mechanic
of not undoing players’ actions when the avatar dies. We
believe these mechanics subvert the usual 2D platform genre
design expectations, thus making it enjoyable and an exciting
opportunity for research.

By using SteamSpy [37], we found that players of Celeste
and Binaries described these games with common tags such
as “difficult”, “puzzle-platformer”, “minimalist”, “funny”
and “fast-paced”. This not only suggested these games had a
common audience but provided us design directions as well.

We followed a minimalist approach and developed the
game with the least distracting visual elements possible to
keep players focused on the challenges. Colors were kept
simple, favoring high contrast. To avoid possible motion
sickness issues, most challenges were designed in a way
to avoid constant eye movement between the up and down
portions of the game.

Our team, composed of a game designer and a program-
mer, developed the prototypes of Downside Up using Unity
and a third-party customizable controller [38]. We developed
three levels with increasing difficulty in three months. Art
assets were either provided by the controller’s examples or
generated using Unity itself.

IV. METHODOLOGY

Our approach intends to evaluate to what extent GUR im-
proves the level design of 2D games using Downside Up as
a case study. We consider in the context of this research that
overall level design quality is directly related to what players
perceive as “fun”, which is the positive emotional response
to learning, puzzle-solving and overcoming challenges [39].
As a consequence, the most successful prototype is the one
users report to have the most positive responses and the
least negative ones. Other important aspects of a fun game,
such as artistic properties, are left out the scope, therefore
not analyzed despite the presence of game design decisions
made towards them.

Digital game experience is often self-reported. It can be
categorized in dimensions such as enjoyment, flow, immer-
sion, suspense, competence, positive and negative affect,
control, and social presence [40]. Fun is a complex sub-
ject strongly dependant on context and users’ preferences,

Figure 2. A diagram summarizing the development and research processes.

gaming background, and mood [41]. We do not rigorously
evaluate aspects of the game experience that could be
considered fun, such as flow, immersion, and attention. Our
work assesses fun through user-reported emotions. To assess
it, we applied two questionnaires: GEQ [11] (core module
and post-game module) and PANAS [12]. We edited GEQ,
so the core module kept only questions that assess positive
or negative affect, and the post-game module kept only
questions that assess positive or negative experience. Both
questionnaires were translated to Portuguese. Our method-
ology is divided into three phases and is summarized in Fig.
2.

A. Phases

In Phase 1, there is the development of the first version of
Downside Up (v1) based on assumptions about the game’s
target audience. In Section III, we described the game design
choices and justifications.

Then, in Phase 2, there is the first user test with v1
(Test 1.1), in which we adopted direct observation, interview,
and a custom challenge difficulty assessment questionnaire.
Results from this test provide data for a series of level
design changes, which are applied to v1 to generate a new
version (v2). There is also another test of v1 adopting the
same methods plus in-game metrics and webcam-based eye-
tracking (Test 1.2). This other test generates a new report,
which in turn provides design recommendations that, after
applied to v1, will generate v3.

Finally, in Phase 3, players play either v2 or v3 and fill
the GEQ and the PANAS questionnaires (Test 2). The results
are then compared to determine which of these versions is
the most fun to play.

B. User Testing Procedure

In Test 1.1, users are invited to participate and fill a
consent form after agreeing to it. They play the game after
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Figure 3. Five consecutive frames of a replay visualization. A custom avatar (circle) replaying an anonymous user test session. The colored background
indicate to which portion of the screen the user was looking at in any given moment. Conversely, a dark background indicates that the player was not
looking to that portion at the time. Observe that in this example (Challenge 2C) the colored portions alternate, indicating rapid eye movement. You can
check video samples of this visualization at https://arthursb.github.io/Downside-Up/.

a simple explanation of the game’s mechanics and controls.
While they play, researchers may take notes about their
behavior. After finishing the game, players participate in
an informal interview to provide qualitative information.
When the interview is over, participants fill the difficulty
assessment questionnaire and receive a chocolate candy as
compensation for participating in the test.

In Test 1.2, besides the activities described above, a Unity
script tracks certain player’s properties and saves them in
a text file. Before playing each level, players are asked to
calibrate WebGazer [6], the tool we used for eye-tracking.

Test 2 consists of the same procedure of Test 1.1 with
three differences: there are no interviews, no observation
notes, and participants fill the GEQ and PANAS instead of
the custom difficulty assessment questionnaire.

C. Collected Data
We categorize the data we collected into four types which

we explain below.
1) Observation and Interviews: observation notes de-

scribe players’ behavior or in-game difficulties. Interviews’
questions are informally structured and vary according to
what was observed. They address specific problems, for
example, why a specific user had difficulty in a specific
challenge, or what was the cognitive process a user took
to solve a specific problem.

2) Difficulty Assessment Questionnaire: as we men-
tioned before, we fragmented each level into smaller chal-
lenges, totaling 18 challenges. Participants respond in a 5
item Likert scale how difficult was each challenge, ranging
from 1 (“too easy”) to 5 (“too hard”). We compare the results
from the Likert scales with the designers’ expectations.

3) Telemetry: when required, the following metrics were
tracked: avatar position and location of in-game deaths.
These metrics help to understand if challenges are taking
too long because: (1) they have usability issues; (2) they are
hard to understand; (3) they are hard to see; (4) they require
movements that are hard to perform.

4) Webcam-based eye-tracking: initial experiments
showed that WebGazer’s precision was low. For this project,
however, it is only necessary to track the Y-axis on the com-
puter’s screen, thus making it more reliable. We modified the
application2 to log when users were looking to the upper or

2Available at: https://webgazer.cs.brown.edu/calibration.html

Figure 4. Visualization of challenge 3D. Crosses around trigger-controlled
spikes suggest that these deaths happened because players did not see them.
The white path represents the optimal solution. Red paths represent actual
players’ movements (154 paths in this segment).

lower half after the calibration process is over.

D. Visualizations

Through the combination of the collected data, we pro-
duced two types of visualizations, one for individual users
and another that aggregates the data of all participants.

By syncing timestamps, we can see replays of gameplay
sessions and change colors of portions of the screen ac-
cording to where players were looking at the time. This
visualization, however, is only suitable for specific segments
of gameplay. Some full replays might last hours, therefore
requiring an unreasonably long time to watch. Fig. 3 shows
this visualization.

To better understand overall behavior, we developed a
visualization that aggregated for all users every variable
relevant for this research.

For trajectory data, we adapted previous techniques [23],
[42] and built a visualization shown in Fig. 4: it shows
a white path that represents the ideal trajectory for each
level along with red paths with a low alpha value, which
are the actual paths performed by the participants (seven,
in this case). Superposed red lines get progressively darker,
meaning users repeated the same path frequently.

Black crosses represent players’ deaths. A mark in the
lower screen, for instance, represents a death that happened
while the player was looking down. Using this, we could
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check which sections of the game contained potential acci-
dental deaths.

Finally, we determined the distribution of gaze per chal-
lenge by joining Unity’s spatial data with eye-tracking data.
We represented this with a bar chart in a sidebar. The two
mirrored portions represent the percentage of time spent
looking at that portion. The black solid line inside the bars
indicates what designers expected.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of the tests present
in the three phases of the methodology.

A. Phase 2 - Development of Version v2 (Test 1.1)

In this subsection, we present the results from the first
test performed in Phase 2, which involved observation,
interviews, and a questionnaire. Participants were recruited
through mailing lists, social media groups or in person. The
tests were conducted in a room with only a desk, chairs, and
the necessary components for the game and eye-tracking
procedures. Each participant played the game in a Late
2014 Macbook Retina3. The tests took one month with 12
participants. The majority of them aged between 21 and
26 (8 players), had the habit of playing games for 8 or
more hours a week (7 players) and preferred to play on
the computer (9 players).

1) Observation notes and interviews: players seemed to
take a little more time than expected to understand the basic
mechanics of the game, only understanding it completely in
level 2. They reported having spent more time looking at the
upper half of the screen and having perceived the bottom
one as “shadow”. This behavior suggests that the game
tutorial is either not challenging enough or not teaching basic
mechanics properly.

We also identified a few usability issues: players felt the
controls were unresponsive in certain sections, there were
abrupt camera shifts, many spikes were positioned in a way
such that it felt unfair to touch them and served no purpose
besides adding frustration. One player had to ask for help
to overcome some dexterity challenges. In challenge 2D,
which consisted of a room filled of triggers and spikes, a
new mechanic is introduced with no explanation, so players
had to understand it with trial and error.

Players seemed to die the most in the last level. They had
not explicitly reported it, but we observed that participants
were, in general, annoyed with constant accidental deaths.
Therefore, it is necessary to reevaluate the position and
quantity of spikes.

Players praised the overall mechanics. The game design
principle of tricking players into traps was well-received, as
many participants played smiling, yelling at themselves or
looking surprised after completing a challenge. They also
reported having liked the subtle hints given by the narrator.

3Technical specifications: https://support.apple.com/kb/SP704

2) Questionnaire: responses for Test 1.1’s difficulty as-
sessment questionnaire are summarized in Fig. 5. For all the
three levels, responses tended to match designer’s expecta-
tions, with the exceptions of challenges 1A, 1B, 2A, 2C,
2D, 3B and 3F. Some of them had design issues that will
be explained next.

We identified that challenges 1A and 1B, which were
supposed to teach all jumping mechanics, didn’t teach
air jumping properly. This caused an increased perceived
difficulty (Easy labeled more times than Too Easy).

Challenge 2C was labeled as Too Hard most likely due to
an usability issue. To solve this challenge, players had to find
a secret passage in the ceiling, that would be revealed when
the avatar gets close to it. It was the first time that the camera
could move vertically despite the game not presenting any
indications of this.

Challenge 2D presented a new mechanic with no expla-
nations or safe places for exploration. Players had to un-
derstand this mechanic through trial-and-error. Interestingly,
the majority of them labeled the challenge Just Right.

We believe few players labeled 3B as Too Easy because
it happens entirely in the reflected portion of the game.

The last noteworthy challenge is 3F, which requires care-
ful planning and precise motor skills to maneuver through a
narrow corridor filled with spikes. We theorize this dexterity
challenge was perceived as not too hard because the more
they repeated it, the more skillful they became.

B. Phase 2 - Development of Version v3 (Test 1.2)

Here we present the results from the second test per-
formed in Phase 2, which involved observation, interviews,
a questionnaire, in-game metrics, and eye-tracking. Tests
happened under a similar environment to Test 1.1’s (see
subsection V-A) and took two weeks. We had 7 participants.
The majority aged between 18 and 20 (3 players), had the
habit of playing games for 2 to 8 hours a week (6 players)
and preferred to play on the computer (3 players).

1) Observation notes and interviews: results were no-
ticeably similar to those reported in Section V-A. A higher
percentage of players had difficulties understanding the core
mechanics. The same usability issues identified in Test 1.1
were identified in Test 1.2. Based on this, we expect that v3
will be easier than v2. No player mentioned the narrator or
any other aspect of the game besides the level design itself,
which was praised for creativity.

2) Questionnaire: results for this second test did not
differ from the results of the first one and can also be seen
in Fig. 5. We consider that both groups of players perceived
difficulty similarly. Notably, no player’s response matched
designers’ expectations for challenges 2B and 3B. Both of
these challenges were expected to be the easiest in their
respective levels.

3) Metrics and eye-tracking: replays of challenges (see
subsection IV-D) displaying color flickering suggested that
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Figure 5. Responses from Tests 1.1 and 1.2 regarding difficulty of version v1. Cells highlighted in gray represent the designers’ expectation for the
difficulty of each challenge.

there was constant eye-movement, i.e., players were either
confused about how to manage information in both screens
or were exploring the whole scenario before trying to solve
the puzzle. In some cases, such as challenge 1E, this is
intentional, as this is the final challenge of the first level and
was designed to check if players learned that it is necessary
to understand both screens to progress. In other cases,
such as challenge 2C, where there was a lesser need for
attention to the lower portion, flickering was not expected,
therefore reinforced the usability issues observed by the
tester and reported by users in interviews. This flickering
issue happened, for instance, when players tried to jump to
the platform that led to a secret passage (see Fig. 3).

In challenge 3D (Fig. 4), players must explore the environ-
ment to find the correct trigger that unlocks a blue platform
on the floor. Using the aggregated view, we found that many
unwanted deaths occurred around trigger-controlled spikes.
Moreover, we expected that both portions of the screen
would share attention equally, but players spent a little more
time looking to the lower half. This indicates that either
the elements in the lower screen were more distracting than
the upper screen or they were perceived as more dangerous
than the ones in the upper screen. A solution to this was to
simplify the challenge and remove spikes.

Interestingly, conclusions from data visualizations not
only reinforced what was observed and discussed with
players but provided more insight about the multitasking
nature of the game as well. We could determine unfair spikes
that might have caused unnecessary frustration, unwanted
platforms, or texts in the background that caught attention
and challenges that should have elements better mixed
between the two screens. We found difficulties regarding
maneuvering the avatar in the lower screen.

Figure 6. Responses for the GEQ Core and Post-Game modules (Test 2)
with 95% confidence intervals.

C. Phase 3 - Comparing prototypes (Test 2)

In this subsection we present the results from the last
test, performed in Phase 3, in which players fill the GEQ
and the PANAS questionnaires after playing either v2 or v3
(randomly assigned). We recruited participants through the
same means of Phase 2. This time, participants performed
the tests in a laboratory equipped with Late 2015 21.5 inch
iMac computers4. Tests consisted of 45 participants and
took one week. The majority aged between 21 and 25 (20
players), had the habit of playing games for more than 8
hours a week (21 players) and preferred to play on the
computer (34 players). Among the 45 players, 22 played
v2, and the other 23 played v3.

The GEQ results, displayed in Fig. 6, point that players
felt more positive affect and less negative affect playing v2

4Technical specifications: https://support.apple.com/kb/SP733
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Figure 7. Responses for the PANAS questionnaire (Test 2) with 95%
confidence intervals.

(M = 2.97, 95% CI = 2.81, 3.13 and M = 0.88, 95% CI
= 0.65, 1.11, respectively) than playing v3 (M = 2.48, 95%
CI = 2.27, 2.69 and M = 1.26, 95% CI = 1.0, 1.52, respec-
tively). Furthermore, their experiences playing v2 were both
more positive (v2: M = 2.33, 95% CI = 2.11, 2.55 and
v3: M = 1.77, 95% CI = 1.56, 1.98) and less negative (v2:
M = 0.36, 95% CI = 0.30, 0.42 and v3: M = 0.77, 95%
CI = 0.59, 0.95).

The PANAS results (Fig. 7) show that players felt more
positive emotions in v2 (M = 3.52, 95% CI = 3.35, 3.69)
than in v3 (M = 3.04, 95% CI = 2.87, 3.21). They also felt
slightly less negative emotions in v2 (M = 2.11, 95% CI
= 1.93, 2.29) than in v3 (M = 2.19, 95% CI = 2.02, 2.36).

To check whether these results are significant, we per-
formed Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test [43], a non-parametric test
for independent samples, after using the Shapiro-Wilk test
to verify that our data were not normally distributed. The
results of the Wilcoxon’s test are displayed in Table I and
we can observe that v2 did not differ significantly from v3
only in the Negative Affect in the PANAS responses because
its p-value (p = 0.2825) was above .05. Based on these
results, v2 would be considered the version players enjoyed
the most and so the most successful version. We discuss
many aspects of these results in the following section.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we will discuss many aspects of our study
to explain the results described in Section V. We divided our
discussion into three different topics: Downside Up’s design,
Games User Research, and limitations.

A. Downside Up’s design

Downside Up, like the so-called “masocore” games, pur-
posely taunts players and intersperses tough challenges with
easy, tutorial-like challenges. Although the game provides
no elements of randomness or chance, traps were positioned
in ways that felt unfair. It is an admittedly controversial
game design principle as it forces players through trial and

Table I
WILCOXON’S RANK SUM TEST RESULTS AND EFFECT SIZES FOR BOTH

QUESTIONNAIRES’ RESPONSES.

Questionnaire Aspect Wilcoxon’s rank sum test result and
effect size

GEQ

Positive
Affect W = 7947, p < .001, r = −.23

Negative
Affect W = 3337.5, p = 0.03, r = −.16

Positive
Experience W = 11393, p < .001, r = −.22

Negative
Experience W = 7084.5, p < .001, r = −.13

PANAS
Positive
Affect W = 30616, p < .001, r = −.19

Negative
Affect W = 23905, p = 0.2825, r = −.05

error behavior in some challenges even with checkpoints
and infinite lives, thus making it hard to evaluate whether a
challenge is adequate.

The “masocore” games are a subset of platform games,
which in turn are a subset of action games. Finding partic-
ipants who enjoy this genre and fit the designated public
within our time constraints was therefore troublesome. Con-
sidering all participants, the majority preferred to play RPG
or MOBA (Multiplayer Online Battle Arena) games, which
deviates from our intended audience.

Furthermore, players consistently demonstrated “love it
or hate it” reactions to the game. Although players were
angry, during all tests, many participants informally compli-
mented it, expressing that it instigates a sense of mastery
when playing. Since the narrator not only taunts but also
congratulates, players found overcoming difficult challenges
rewarding. Similarly, many players reported the game to
be excessively hard, and the difficulty alone would justify
them abandoning the game if they were playing casually.
Also, though we had no data to confirm this in Phase 3, we
believe, based on observation notes and interviews during
Phase 2, that “good” frustration happens when the game
taunts players or when players feel it is their fault they could
not overcome a challenge, while “bad” frustration happens
when players blame the game for not being able to progress.
Examples of this include: spikes positioned in places where
unfair deaths occur, sections where it is hard to maneuver the
avatar, platforms that require jumps hard to perform, sections
where the camera hinders puzzle-solving and sections that
require quick reflexes and memory about elements on both
sides of the screen at the same time.

One disadvantage of introducing intentional frustration
challenges is that some of them were made to be unusually
hard in their context. This potentially reduced the effective-
ness of GUR methodologies. Observation and data visual-
ization played a major role in this case, as the designer could
observe if players considered intentionally hard sections
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difficult or if there were glitches or issues such as camera
transitions.

Another fact we observed in Downside Up is related to
dealing with two screens simultaneously. We found that
players tend to focus on the upper screen, which behaves
like traditional platformers. The lower screen mirrored the
upper screen horizontally. Interesting enough, in challenge
3F, that consisted of an S-shaped corridor filled with spikes,
the first two horizontal portions were the same, but all spikes
could be seen in only one of the two sides of the screen.
Players reported the second portion, which happened entirely
in the lower half of the screen, was considerably harder. We
believe that the extra cognitive load caused by the lower
screen might affect players’ performance.

B. Games User Research

The combination of metrics and eye-tracking not only
confirmed data from participant observation and interviews
but also provided more insightful means of understanding
level design and multitasking in Downside Up. As a draw-
back, they did not provide any data about what players
felt or how was their cognitive process clearing challenges.
We believe we could solve this issue by adding space for
comments in the questionnaire. We concluded that, for this
experiment, the combination of metrics, eye-tracking, and
the questionnaire could cover all important aspects of the
game.

Phase 2 consisted of testing v1 and finding areas of im-
provement. As already discovered in Mirza-Babaei’s exper-
iment [28], we also found that the inclusion or modification
of challenges should not have gone untested before Phase
3. Even backed up by data, the game design process is still
subjective. We theorize that a modification in challenge 3F
made the final section undesirably frustrating, which led to
lower scores for v3 in the GEQ and the PANAS. Fig. 8
shows these modifications.

Although we defined an audience that is composed of
players experienced with platform games, most of our par-
ticipants were not. Inexperienced players, however, provided
better feedback regarding introductory challenges and helped
to highlight usability issues. We found that feedback from
expert users was not as rich for tutorials as they quickly
learned mechanics. Their feedback provided better means to
tune more complicated challenges towards the end of each
level.

We found that visualizing data from different sources
facilitated comprehension of how our participants played
the game in a simpler, less time-consuming manner than
observing and annotating every participant’s behavior. It also
provided data that could not be easily grasped by other GUR
methods, such as the identification of accidental deaths in-
game.

Our results point that, for this specific game, using
WebGazer as a level design tool led us to valuable data about

Figure 8. (A) A portion of challenge 3F in version v1, consisting of an
S-shaped maze with spikes, is present unmodified in v2. (B) The challenge
was modified in v3 with the addition of more spikes on both screens. This
untested modification might have led to low scores for v3 by players in
Phase 3 as it made the challenge considerably harder.

attention. As already mentioned, WebGazer’s inaccuracies
might render it unfeasible for certain genres of games. The
tool worked for Downside Up mainly because we could split
the screen into two areas of interest. We theorize that this
solution might be useful as well for games with few or
no camera changes and a screen space that can be safely
discretized in up to four portions.

Our questionnaires of choice, GEQ and PANAS, treat
negative affects as undesirable, which may not be in line
with the game design. We believe that the addition of a
subjective field in these questionnaires so that participants
have the chance to explain what the game made them feel
would improve upon identification of unwanted frustration.

The final results suggest that observation, interviews, and
a questionnaire alone may improve the level design. Even
though v2 scored higher than v3, we still advocate the
inclusion of in-game metrics and eye-tracking to evaluate
attention when design features require it. From the devel-
opers perspective, spatial data mixed with eye-tracking data
helped to identify usability issues without depending on the
observer’s or the user’s memories.

C. Limitations

This project builds on the premise of affordable and acces-
sible methods, thus excluded biometrics and dedicated eye-
trackers. For some developers, however, these limitations are
not a problem. Moreover, eye-trackers such as Tobii’s5 may
be affordable in some countries.

5Technical specifications: https://gaming.tobii.com/product/tobii-eye-
tracker-4c/
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Players might have felt pressured to finish the game with
the knowledge that they were participating in a test. Despite
some participants asking for a commercial version of the
game, we can not know for sure how many of them would
finish the game instead of abandoning it if they were playing
in a casual environment.

Many games do not value the principles of “masocore”
platformers such as high difficulty, precision, and potentially
misleading elements. We can not claim that our finds apply
to 2D platform games, or other genres, in general.

Another limitation of our study is that in Phase 2, we
enhanced our prototype primarily based on difficulty. We
then compared the improved versions using the criteria of
fun. We assumed these two criteria were related, but our
results indicate they might not be, as we considered version
v3 easier than v2 and yet v2 scored higher in Phase 3.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We evaluated the use of affordable methods in level design
of a 2D platform game. Moreover, we found questions in-
trinsic to the hardcore platformer genre, such as the difficulty
of evaluating fun through positive and negative affects. We
discussed how frustration could be a desirable element, and
because of that, evaluating it using questionnaires such as
the GEQ and PANAS might be a challenge. We developed a
novel data visualization that combines spatial data with eye-
tracking data specific to the game studied in this project.

We expect that our findings might help developers of
hardcore 2D games, as well as provide information about
the importance of data visualization for game development.

There are many possible directions for future work. First,
we intend to expand this research and further investigate
multitasking in games through data visualization. Second,
investigate how fun and difficulty in 2D hardcore games
are related so we can improve our methodology. Third,
we noticed further in development that frustration is not
always a bad indicator, especially for hardcore platformers.
Future research could improve upon it by adding biometric
methods, as these might better separate “good” and “bad”
frustration. If the budget is still a concern, there are existing
affordable webcam-based methods that could be tested [44].

Another possibility for future research is to compare
the webcam based solutions with dedicated eye-trackers to
determine in which situations each of them is the most
appropriate.

Finally, we chose a game that satisfies a particular subset
of players. Choosing a simpler platform game or a puzzle
game, for instance, could provide other information about
using affordable methods.
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